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4 TREATING YOURSELF INSTRUMENTALLY:

INTERNALIZATION, RATIONALITY,

AND THE LAW

Robert Cooter

The Puritans came to Massachusetts seeking a life of greater restrictions.

Garrison Keillor

Effective law appeals to good people and deters bad people. Deterrence theory has

improved greatly in recent years through the application of economics and psy-

chology. In contrast, the theory of internalized values has improved modestly,

partly because of the failure of economics to progress in this area. Economists

typically assume that people pursue self-interest as they perceive it. Perceived self-

interest presupposes personal goals, including the central values by which people
define themselves. Instead of explaining how people acquire their goals,

econom-

ics conventionally “takes preferences
as given.” Economics thus offers no account

of how a person becomes the self in which he or she is interested.
To solve this problem, economics needs a theory ofself—development, including

a theory of endogenous preferences. The fluorescence of behavioral economics in
the 1990s brought ‘economics into intimate contact with cognitive psychology. The
contact, however, involves only a small part ofpsychology. Whereas cognitive psy-

chology concerns beliefs, much of the rest of psychology concerns values and mo-

tives. A more complete interaction between economics and psychology that brings
economics in touch with values and motives will contribute to the development of
an economic theory of endogenous preferences.

I will sketch a way to make the connection. A moral principle holds that we

should treat others as ends. This chapter concerns the opposite problem: treating
ourselves as means. We treat ourselves as means when we shape ourselves to

achieve our ends. Rational self—development involves commitment to a discipline
that changes

a
person’s skills and values. As Garrison Keillor’s droll quotation on

the New England Puritans suggests, we choose the constraints that change us.

To illustrate the problem of self-development, consider a young person with
talent for music and accounting who must choose between conservatory and busi-
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ness school. Business school and conservatory will impart different skills. Accoun-
tants and musicians have different opportunities to make money and music. Busi-
ness school and conservatory will also impart different values. Accountants and

musicians disagree systematically about the importance of money and music for a

good life. Thus, the student must make choices affecting both skills and values.
To analyze this problem, I combine the economic theory of decision making

and the psychological theory of cognitive dissonance. Economic theory character-

izes preferences and opportunities, and psychological theory shows their connec-

tion. After the foundations for a theory of rational self-development have been

sketched, the conclusion briefly discusses some potential applications to law.

4.1 EXAMPLE! ACCOUNTANT OR MUSICIAN?

I will analyze the expected changes in a young person choosing between conserva-

tory and business school. Figure 4.1 depicts the expected change in values. Busi-
ness school will give him a keen appreciation ofwealth, as indicated by U1

accountant.

Conservatory will give him a keen appreciation of aesthetic values, as indicated by

     

U2 musician

U, accountant

A
auow

Music

Figure 4.1 Future preferences of accountant and musician
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Fzmusician

Music

Figure 4.2 Opportunities of musician and accountant

U2 musician. To appreciate the difference in values, consider the slope of the two util-

ity curves at the point where they intersect. His expected preferences as a future
musician indicate that he would trade a lot of money for more music, and his ex-

pected preferences as a future accountant indicate that he would trade a lot of mu-

sic for more money.

Having characterized preferences in Figure 4.1, I characterize opportunities in

Figure 4.2. A skillful accountant with a personality for business has different op-

portunities than a skillful musician with a personality for performing. Specifically,
an accountant has more opportunities to make money, and a musician has more

opportunities to make music. Figure 4.2 depicts this difference, where the account-
’

ant has opportunities F,
acmumam and the musician has opportunities F2

musician.

'

4.2 COGNITIVE DISSONANCE AND MARKET SIGNALING

Preferences in Figure 4.1 represent subjective trade-offs, and opportunities in Fig-

J

ure 4.2 represent objective trade—offs. Now I turn to their psychological
connec-

tion in the theory of cognitive dissonance.‘ According to this theory, commitment
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to an activity that changes opportunities, as in Figure 4.2, will cause a change in
values, as in Figure 4.1. Thus, cognitive dissonance theory asserts that actors who

change their objective trade-offs will cause their subjective trade-offs to change.
To see why, I briefly relate commitment in economics and dissonance in psy-

chology. In economics, “commitment” especially refers to a decision that raises

prices to the decision maker. Consider an illustration from Sun Tzu’s The Art of
War. An army may commit to advance by burning the bridges behind it, thus rais-

ing the price of retreat. In notation, an actor commits to x by raising the relative

price of not-x. Specifically, let x denote “advance,” and let not—x denote “retreat.”
The army commits to x by burning the bridges it has crossed, which raises the price
of not—x. Note that raising the relative price of not-x is materially equivalent to

lowering the relative price of x. Thus, we could also say that an actor commits to

doing x
by lowering its price relative to the price of not—x.

Why commit? Raising the price of retreat proves to the enemy that the advance

is no bluff. Once the invading army must advance, retreat may be the defending

army’s best move. In general, actors in a strategic interaction sometimes gain an

advantage by raising their own costs of doing something. My
concern here, how-

ever, is not with strategy but with values.
Whereas economics is clear about how commitment affects strategy, psychol-

ogy is clear about how commitment affects values. Cognitive dissonance theory
predicts that committing to x makes the actor willing to pay relatively more for it.
In other words, cognitive dissonance predicts that an act increasing the objective

price of not-x causes an increase in the actor’s subjective price of x. For example,

studying music rather than accounting makes getting money hard relative to play-

ing music, which causes the actor to increase his valuation of music relative to

money.
Why does the actor’s commitment to something increase its subjective value?

Most people want to think of themselves as having good judgment. Good judg-
ment implies good outcomes of choices. Thus, people want to see their world as

obeying this syllogismz

I make good choices.
I chose this.

Therefore, this is good.

Cognitive dissonance is the psychological term for the discomfort produced when

my own choice produces bad outcomes.
Actors who make a bad choice must live with the discomfort or else change

their evaluation of the outcome. Studies by psychologists and sociologists demon-
strate the surprising frequency with which people respond to bad outcomes by
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changing their beliefs about what counts as bad. An outcome regarded as bad by

subjects before choosing may seem good after it results from their choice.
To illustrate cognitive dissonance in self-development, consider the student

who hesitates between studying accounting and music. Regardless of which alter-
native the student chooses, he will probably strain to like it. Assume that the stu-

dent chooses conservatory over business school. The student might subsequently
seek new friends among musicians rather than businesspeople, focus his thoughts
on the advantages of music over business, join discussions about the superficial
values of the bourgeoisie, and listen to music rather than the stock market report
at dinner. Even if the student struggles in conservatory and gets bad results, he may
convince himself that his failures are actually good for him.

Nowl show how to depict cognitive dissonance graphically. Figures 4.1 and 4.2

represent the difference in preferences and opportunities expected by a
graduate

of conservatory and business school. Cognitive dissonance theory predicts that
commitment to a course ofstudy that produces the opportunities in Figure 4.2 will
cause the values in Figure 4.1. Specifically, the student who commits to business
school raises the cost ofmusic relative to money and faces opportunities F1, which
causes him to acquire preferences U1. Similarly, the student who commits to con-

servatory raises the cost of money relative to music and faces opportunities F2,

which causes him to acquire preferences U2.
This psychological theory connects preferences and opportunities. In econom-

ics, the theory of market signaling also connects preferences and opportunities.
However, the direction of causation is reversed in the two theories. Whereas cog-

nitive dissonance postulates that opportunities change preferences, market signal-

ing postulates that preferences change opportunities, as I will explain.
In markets where actors rely on

signals, changing values can change a
person’s

opportunities. To illustrate, a business prefers to hire a young executive with a keen
desire for wealth, whereas an orchestra prefers to hire a young musician dedicated

to art. Knowing this fact, a person applying for a job as an executive will represent
herself as dedicated to wealth, whereas a person applying for a job as a musician

will represent herself as dedicated to art. Many of the signs that indicate motiva-
tion by a

particular goal
are easier to acquire by people who actually have the mo-

tivation than by people who lack it. For example, a person who is dedicated to art

will spend her leisure time differently than a person dedicated to wealth. Under
certain circumstances, how a person spends leisure time can signal the person’s

motivations.
In general, ‘the ability to signal and detect character is one of the most impor-

tant skills in social life, as well as in experimental games that involve cooperation

(Cooter and Eisenberg 2001). Having noted the connection between cognitive dis-
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sonance and market signaling, I will not explore the latter any further in this chap-
ter. (Melvin Eisenberg and I have already written on the connection between char-

acter and business opportunity.)

4.3 METAVALUES

Choice occurs when preferences meet opportunities. Figure 4.3 combines Fig-
ures 4.1 and 4.2 in order to depict the different choices that the student will make,

depending
on whether he becomes an accountant or musician. As an accountant,

his preferred point in Figure 4.3 involves more money than music; and as a musi-
cian, his preferred point involves more music than money. The problem addressed
in the next section is how to choose between going to business school and reach-

ing the accountant’s preferred point in Figure 4.3, or going to conservatory and

reaching the musician’s preferred point in Figure 4.3.
A rational person who understands psychology recognizes that his commit-

ments will change his values. In particular, the student should foresee that his
commitment to accounting or music would result in the outcomes depicted in

Figure 4.3. To decide which commitment to make, however, he needs to choose

among values. I will suggest how to choose, which involves going beyond conven-

tional economics.

Perhaps the student views money and music as means to something else. For

example, the student may want happiness, pleasure, social status, self-fulfillment,
moral goodness, or some other general value. Connecting the choice of the partic-
ular alternative to metavalues can solve the student’s problem.

To illustrate, assume that the student wants to be happy above all. The student

might think of happiness as a metavalue or
metapreference that lies behind his de-

sire for money and music. He recognizes that studying music will cause him to gain

relatively more happiness from music than money, and studying accounting will
cause him to gain relatively more happiness from money than music. If he could

predict with confidence how much happiness each one will bring him, then he

might choose the career that promises more happiness.
The preceding discussion assumes that happiness is the metavalue that the stu-

dent maximizes. Perhaps some people seek happiness and others seek pleasure,
so-

cial status, self—fulfillment, moral goodness, and so forth. In this chapter, I will not

discuss whether everyone seeks, or ought to seek, happiness. Instead, I want to fo-
cus on the fact that young people seldom know what they really want to accom-

plish or who they really want to be. In my example, the student is probably un-

certain about whether he wants happiness more than, say, fame. And even if he is

certain that he wants happiness more than fame, he is probably uncertain about
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choice

U1

musician’s

/ choice
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Figure 4.3 Choices by accountant and musician

which career path will bring him more of it. In general, self—development involves

self—discovery because the effects of choices on metavalues are uncertain.

The problem of uncertainty raises technical questions about how to extend ex-

pected utility theory to choices that affect preferences, but I will not pursue these

technical questions here. Instead, I turn to a way ofchoosing that does not involve

the calculus of expected utilities.

4.4 PARETO SELF-IMPROVEMENT

Economic theorists have intensively studied choice when the decision makers
are uncertain about the external world and certain about their values. Economic

theorists, however, have devoted much less analysis to decisions when values are

uncertain. Although little economic analysis concerns uncertainty about value,

something useful can be learned from what has been done. The problem of uncer-

tain values arises especially when economists advise policy makers who face un-

familiar trade—offs. Here is a typical example from decision theory: Assume that
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a public hospital must choose between adopting two procedures, one of which
causes injurywith high probability and no deaths, while the other causes death with
low probability and no injuries. Depending on its choice, the hospital can antici-

pate many injuries or few deaths. Most hospital officials are uncertain about their
relative valuation of statistical injuries and deaths. (Many similar examples exist.) 2

A decision maker may be certain about the relative value ofextreme alternatives
and uncertain about the relative value of close alternatives. For example, the hos-

pital administrator in this case may be confident that statistical injuries above a

certain level exceed the cost of a statistical death (say, 50: 1 or above) and statisti-

cal injuries below a certain level fall short of the cost of a statistical death (say, 10: 1

or below). In between these extremes, however, the administrator may be uncer-

tain about relative values.
An important task for decision theory is to identify the critical numbers on

which such a decision turns. This approach is sometimes called “sensitivity analy-

sis,” because it aims for the minimum information about values to which the ac-

tual choice is sensitive. For example, the hospital’s choice is insensitive to a trade-

off of statistical injuries to death that exceeds 50:1 or falls short of 1021. If the
actual choice is sufficiently extreme to fall in the insensitive range, the hospital of-
ficials can choose without inquiring further into their values. Conversely, if the ac-

tual choice is inside the sensitive range, the hospital officials cannot choose with-

out inquiring further into their values.
The hospital’s alternatives are lumpy, as watermelons are, and not continuous,

as
gasoline is. In general, when choices are lumpy, the best alternative may be so

much better than the next-best alternative that the choice is insensitive to a range

of reasonable values.
Now I will adapt an economic concept in order to perform

a sensitivity analy-
sis of the student’s choice between accounting and music. The concept of Pareto

efficiency provides the basis for a sensitivity analysis of the student’s decision.
\/Vhen one alternative is compared to another in conventional welfare economics,
a choice is “Pareto superior” if everyone prefers it to the alternative. I have ex-

tended this concept to a situation where a
person’s values can change. When one

alternative is compared to another, I describe a choice as “Pareto superior” if it is

preferable to the alternative when evaluated using each of the decision maker’s

possible preferences. In my extension, possible preferences of a single person play
the same role as actual preferences of different people in conventional welfare eco-

nomics. The conventional analysis thus concerns interpersonal Pareto superiority,
and my unconventional analysis concerns intrapersonal Pareto superiority.

Figure 4.3 illustrates intrapersonal Pareto superiority. Recall that the point la-
beled “musician’s choice” indicates the combination of money and music that the
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student will choose ifhe becomes a musician. Also recall that the point labeled “ac-
countant’s choice” indicates the combination ofmoney and music that the student
will choose ifhe becomes an accountant. Notice that the accountant’s utility curve

U1, in Figure 4.3 passes through the accountant’s preferred point and above
the

musicians preferred point. This fact indicates that the accountant likes what he re-

ceives
better than what he would get as a musician. Also notice that the musician’s

utility curve, U2, in Figure 4.3 passes through the musicians preferred point and
below the accountant’s preferred point. This fact indicates that the musician likes
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pects to receive as an accountant rather than
a musician, regardless ofwhether he compares the outcomes with the values of an

accountant or
a musician. For this student in these circumstances, becoming an

accountant
is intrapersonally Pareto superior to becoming a musician,
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Figure
4.3 depicts one choice that is intrapersonally Pareto superior to the

pther.
Figure .4.4 depicts all such choices. Specifically, the set of points labeled

Pareto superior” in Figure 4.4 contains all combinations ofmoney and music that

yield higher satisfaction than the musicians most preferred point, regardless of
whether the actor develops musician’s preferences

or accountant’s preferences.
If one alternative is intrapersonally Pareto superior to the other, this fact pro-

vides a strong reason to choose without inquiring any further into values. To see
i

Why, return to the example of the student. To make a decision, the student would

like to add metavalues to the alternatives, but the student is uncertain about his

metavalues. Assume that the accountant and musicians preferences U and U re. ’ l 2
'

spectively,
are two extreme possibilities for the rate at which money and

music
trade off in the student’s true system ofmetavalues, W. Under this assumption, the

student
who chooses the Pareto superior alternative necessarily makes a choice

that is better by his metavalues. Consequently, the student who grows in self

knowledge will not regret his choice?
To illustrate in notation, I assume that the accountant’s and musician's pref-

erfillcesr
U1 and U2.

respectively, ‘are
two extreme possibilities for the rate atw 1ch money and music trade off In the student’s true system of metavalues, W.

Consequently, W is a weighted average of U, and U2, which I write w =

bU1 +

(1
"

WU2: Where 0 S b S 1. The student’s uncertainty implies that he does not
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might reverse the prediction ofcognitive dissonance theory. In the reverse case, the
student who commits to accounting ends up with the musicians values, and the

student who commits to music ends up with the accountant’s values. If the student
makes the Pareto superior choice and his values change in the reverse direction
from the prediction of cognitive dissonance theory, the student will not regret his
choice. If, however, the student makes the Pareto inferior choice and his values

change in the reverse direction from the prediction ofcognitive dissonance theory,
the student will regret his choice.

U2 musician

X, accountant’s choice

/\‘:K/

/ Pareto superior

          

U1 accountant

4.5 CONCLUSION AND POSSIBLE APPLICATION TO LAW

A
auow

Economic theories of behavior especially concern choosing the best means to an

end. Individuals treat themselves as a means when they change themselves to

achieve their ends. The theory of cognitive dissonance predicts how commit-

ments, which change objective opportunities, change subjective values. By defini-

tion, a commitment to one alternative increases the objective price of the rejected
alternative. By cognitive dissonance theory, commitment causes an increase in the

subjective value of the chosen alternative.

Cognitive dissonance theory provides a framework to model how law changes
alues. Laws create obligations backed by sanctions, which raises the price of do-

ing wrong relative to doing right. In a
democracy, citizens ideally see themselves as

makers of the law. When this ideal is achieved, citizens see themselves as having
raised the relative price ofwrongdoing. In other words, citizens ideally see their le-

gal obligations as their commitments. When democratic commitments strengthen,
e citizens like conforming to the law.

Reasonable people, who recognize that they will probably come to like their

pmmitments, seek a rational basis for them. Because commitments change val-
‘es, individuals must choose among values in order to make commitments. Ra-

onal people may use metavalues such as happiness to choose among values.

"many circumstances, however, choosing by metavalues demands more self-

owledge than the decision maker possesses.

In these circumstances, the decision maker can sometimes avoid the problem if
e connection between opportunities and values is strong enough. A strong con-

ction can cause one outcome to dominate the others when evaluated with any

ikely values. I call a choice that is better with respect to any likely preferences of a

cision maker “intrapersonally Pareto superior” or, more simply, a “Pareto self-

provement” (Cooter 1998a, 1998b). According to this analysis, people will tend

change their preferences when doing so increases their satisfaction relative to

ir initial preferences and their final preferences.

/X2 musician’s choice

  

Pareto inferior

Music

Figure 4.4 Pareto self-improvement

know the true value of b. Fortunately, a Pareto superior alternative yields higher
W for all possible values of b in the interval 0 S b S 1. Consequently, the student
who chooses the Pareto superior alternative will not regret his choice later when he

understands the true value of Z7.

Intrapersonal Pareto superiority has an important connection to cognitive dis-
sonance. In my example, cognitive dissonance theory predicts that a student who

commits to accounting will develop the preferences of an accountant, U], and a

student who commits to music will develop the preferences of a musician, U2. If
the student makes the Pareto superior choice and cognitive dissonance operates as

predicted, the student will not regret his choice. If, however, the student makes the

Pareto inferior choice and cognitive dissonance operates as predicted, the student

will regret his choice.

Applied to individuals, the predictions ofcognitive dissonance theory are prob-
abilities, not certainties. Over time, individuals may reflect on their choices and

preferences, which can undermine and even undo nonrational processes such as

cognitive dissonance. In the extreme case, the actual direction of change in values
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In a
well-organized democracy, citizens gain advantages from obeying the law

and participating in government, relative to disobeying the law and not participat-
ing in government. Many people, consequently, commit to being good citizens.
The commitment is stable because they have no

intrapersonally Pareto superior
alternative. Segments of the population who do not gain from obeying the law

and participating in government tend not to commit to being good citizens. A

well-organized democracy tries to extend the advantages of obeying the law and

participating in government to everyone so that everyone has a reason to commit

to being a
good citizen.

Cognitive psychology, which has influenced law and economics theory, is a

small part ofpsychology. The larger part includes motivational psychology. If suc-

cessful, the theory that I propose in this chapter could provide a framework for in-

corporating motivational psychology into law and economics theory.

  

NOTES

1. The theory of cognitive dissonance was
especially developed by Festinger

(1962). A good exposition is in Griffin (1997) and in Mills and Harmon—Iones

(1999). For an economist writing on dissonance and morality, see Rabin (1994).
For early writing by an economist on the subject, see Akerlof and Dickens (1982).

2. Another example is a choice between two alternative locations for an air-

port, when theidecision maker is uncertain about the relative value of saving time
to travelers and reducing noise to residents. Yet another example is a decision
about whether to build an atomic energy plant when the decision maker is un-

certain about the relative value of electricity and the risk of a nuclear accident.
3. A metapreference feature with this function corresponds to a nondecreasing

social welfare function written over the preferences of different individuals.
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